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Audi R15 plus on front row on its début  
 

• Test entry in the Le Castellet 8 Hours  

• Dindo Capello second in qualifying   

• Next stage in the development program of the Audi R15 TDI 

 

Ingolstadt/Le Castellet, April 10, 2010 – The 2010-spec Audi R15 TDI (internally 

labeled “R15 plus”) will tackle its début race from the front row of the grid. Dindo 

Capello recorded the second fastest time in Saturday’s qualifying for the 8-hour 

race at Le Castellet (France). 

 

37 days after the roll-out of the R15 plus, the test race at Le Castellet marks the 

next phase in the development program of the diesel-powered sports race car. After 

aerodynamic tests at Homestead (Florida), a multi-day endurance test at Sebring 

(Florida) and tire tests at Monza (Italy) Audi Sport Team Joest uses the season 

opener of the Le Mans Series at Le Castellet to begin the detailed race-setup work on 

the updated LMP1 car. 

 

The first conclusion: The R15 plus is sensitive to the slightest changes and is 

immediately fast. In two of the three free practice sessions Dindo Capello and Allan 

McNish set the fastest time. In qualifying, only the Peugeot 908 of the Oreca team 

was less than half a second quicker, which – contrary to Audi Sport Team Joest – had 

previously tested at Le Castellet like most of the other teams. 

 

In order to gain as much experience as possible, Audi Sport Team Joest even used 

the 20-minute qualifying session on Saturday to compare two different setup 

versions. 

 

The team will use the race on Sunday to collect as much data as possible for the Le 

Mans 24 Hours on June 12/13. Dindo Capello and Allan McNish will tackle the 8-

hour race alone after Tom Kristensen decided not to start at Le Castellet in 

consultation with Audi team physician Dr. Christian John and the team. 
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Quotes after qualifying 

 

Dr. Wolfgang Ullrich (Head of Audi Motorsport): “We had some difficulties to find 

a good setup for the R15 plus for this race track and we have not yet found it. The 

team even tried something different in qualifying as the drivers were not happy at 

all with the car in the morning. But we still do not have what we imagine. We have 

to keep working and try to use the race as much as possible for the development of 

the R15 plus because you simply can learn most in a race. And of course we work on 

making another step in the right direction before the race.” 

 

Dindo Capello (Audi R15 TDI #7): “I’m quite happy because the car improved 

compared to the morning practice. Qualifying was like a fourth free practice session 

for us which we used to test further changes. These adjustments improved the car. 

But on this track the tire works just for one or two really fast laps. After the changes 

I was faster in some corners on the used tires than before with the fresh rubber. This 

means we improved the car. So I have more confidence for the race tomorrow.” 

 

Allan McNish (Audi R15 TDI #7): “Nice to be here actually racing not testing. The 

circuit lends itself very well to racing. The R15 plus is still very new to us. We are 

learning quite a lot. In every session we build up more knowledge about how the car 

is. The car is obviously quite quick but we need to understand the car and make it 

more comfortable to drive and consistent to drive over a race distance. But that you 

can really only do with kilometers and with the races. And that’s part of the reason 

to be here. Certainly for us as drivers we like the adrenaline and the competition and 

being back involved in it. For the engineers it gives some good information for Le 

Mans.”  

 

Ralf Jüttner (Technical Director Audi Sport Team Joest): “We would certainly have 

liked to be on pole. But congratulations to Oreca, who did a good job. They also have 

a small advantage with their car here because they’ve been testing at the official 

LMS test. In contrast we are just starting. We try to sort everything out with our new 

R15 plus and regarding the setup we are still not quite there where we wanted to 

be. We even used the qualifying session to test different options and achieved an 

improvement. But of course the tires were not good enough anymore. Nevertheless, 

we are quite satisfied. And on used tires we were doing quite well here so far. So we 

look for good things tomorrow.” 
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Qualifying results 

 

1 Panis/Lapierre/Sarrazin (Peugeot) 1m 41.195s 

2 Capello/McNish (Audi R15 TDI) 1m 41.632s  

3 Primat/Mücke/Fernandez (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 42.354s  

4 Ayari/Andre/Duval (Oreca-AIM) 1m 42.685s 

5 Belicchi/Boullion/Smith (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 43.435s 

6 Andretti/Jani/Prost (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 44.032s 

7 Mansell/Mansell/Mansell (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 44.475s 

8 Ragues/Mailleux/Ickx (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 44.914s 

9 Leventis/Watts/Kane (Acura/Honda) 1m 44.989s 

10 Amaral/Pla/Hughes (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 47.112s 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AUDI Group sold around 950,000 cars in 2009. The Company posted revenue of €29.8 billion and an 
operating profit of €1.6 billion. Audi produces vehicles in Ingolstadt and Neckarsulm (Germany), Györ 
(Hungary), Changchun (China) and Brussels (Belgium). Aurangabad in India saw the start of CKD 
production of the Audi A6 at the end of 2007 and of the Audi A4 in early October 2008. The Company is 
active in more than 100 markets worldwide. AUDI AG’s wholly owned subsidiaries include AUDI 
HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft., Automobili Lamborghini Holding S.p.A. in Sant’Agata Bolognese (Italy) and 
quattro GmbH in Neckarsulm. Audi currently employs around 58,000 people worldwide, including 
45,500 in Germany. Between 2010 and 2012 the Audi Group is planning to invest around €5.5 billion in 
order to sustain the Company’s technological lead embodied in its “Vorsprung durch Technik” slogan. By 
2015, Audi plans to significantly increase the number of models in its portfolio to 42. 
  
Audi has long been fulfilling its social responsibility on many levels – with the aim of making the future 
worth living for generations to come. The basis for Audi’s lasting success is therefore formed by 
environmental protection, the conservation of resources, international competitiveness and a forward-
looking human resources policy. One example of AUDI AG’s commitment to environmental issues is the 
newly established Audi Environmental Foundation. 
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Dr. Wolfgang Ullrich (Head of Audi Motorsport): “We had some difficulties to find 

a good setup for the R15 plus for this race track and we have not yet found it. The 

team even tried something different in qualifying as the drivers were not happy at 

all with the car in the morning. But we still do not have what we imagine. We have 

to keep working and try to use the race as much as possible for the development of 

the R15 plus because you simply can learn most in a race. And of course we work on 

making another step in the right direction before the race.” 

 

Dindo Capello (Audi R15 TDI #7): “I’m quite happy because the car improved 

compared to the morning practice. Qualifying was like a fourth free practice session 

for us which we used to test further changes. These adjustments improved the car. 

But on this track the tire works just for one or two really fast laps. After the changes 

I was faster in some corners on the used tires than before with the fresh rubber. This 

means we improved the car. So I have more confidence for the race tomorrow.” 

 

Allan McNish (Audi R15 TDI #7): “Nice to be here actually racing not testing. The 

circuit lends itself very well to racing. The R15 plus is still very new to us. We are 

learning quite a lot. In every session we build up more knowledge about how the car 

is. The car is obviously quite quick but we need to understand the car and make it 

more comfortable to drive and consistent to drive over a race distance. But that you 

can really only do with kilometers and with the races. And that’s part of the reason 

to be here. Certainly for us as drivers we like the adrenaline and the competition and 

being back involved in it. For the engineers it gives some good information for Le 

Mans.”  

 

Ralf Jüttner (Technical Director Audi Sport Team Joest): “We would certainly have 

liked to be on pole. But congratulations to Oreca, who did a good job. They also have 

a small advantage with their car here because they’ve been testing at the official 

LMS test. In contrast we are just starting. We try to sort everything out with our new 

R15 plus and regarding the setup we are still not quite there where we wanted to 

be. We even used the qualifying session to test different options and achieved an 

improvement. But of course the tires were not good enough anymore. Nevertheless, 

we are quite satisfied. And on used tires we were doing quite well here so far. So we 

look for good things tomorrow.” 
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Qualifying results 

 

1 Panis/Lapierre/Sarrazin (Peugeot) 1m 41.195s 

2 Capello/McNish (Audi R15 TDI) 1m 41.632s  

3 Primat/Mücke/Fernandez (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 42.354s  

4 Ayari/Andre/Duval (Oreca-AIM) 1m 42.685s 

5 Belicchi/Boullion/Smith (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 43.435s 

6 Andretti/Jani/Prost (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 44.032s 

7 Mansell/Mansell/Mansell (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 44.475s 

8 Ragues/Mailleux/Ickx (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 44.914s 

9 Leventis/Watts/Kane (Acura/Honda) 1m 44.989s 

10 Amaral/Pla/Hughes (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 47.112s 
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Audi has long been fulfilling its social responsibility on many levels – with the aim of making the future 
worth living for generations to come. The basis for Audi’s lasting success is therefore formed by 
environmental protection, the conservation of resources, international competitiveness and a forward-
looking human resources policy. One example of AUDI AG’s commitment to environmental issues is the 
newly established Audi Environmental Foundation. 
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Audi R15 plus on front row on its début  
 

• Test entry in the Le Castellet 8 Hours  

• Dindo Capello second in qualifying   

• Next stage in the development program of the Audi R15 TDI 

 

Ingolstadt/Le Castellet, April 10, 2010 – The 2010-spec Audi R15 TDI (internally 

labeled “R15 plus”) will tackle its début race from the front row of the grid. Dindo 

Capello recorded the second fastest time in Saturday’s qualifying for the 8-hour 

race at Le Castellet (France). 

 

37 days after the roll-out of the R15 plus, the test race at Le Castellet marks the 

next phase in the development program of the diesel-powered sports race car. After 

aerodynamic tests at Homestead (Florida), a multi-day endurance test at Sebring 

(Florida) and tire tests at Monza (Italy) Audi Sport Team Joest uses the season 

opener of the Le Mans Series at Le Castellet to begin the detailed race-setup work on 

the updated LMP1 car. 

 

The first conclusion: The R15 plus is sensitive to the slightest changes and is 

immediately fast. In two of the three free practice sessions Dindo Capello and Allan 

McNish set the fastest time. In qualifying, only the Peugeot 908 of the Oreca team 

was less than half a second quicker, which – contrary to Audi Sport Team Joest – had 

previously tested at Le Castellet like most of the other teams. 

 

In order to gain as much experience as possible, Audi Sport Team Joest even used 

the 20-minute qualifying session on Saturday to compare two different setup 

versions. 

 

The team will use the race on Sunday to collect as much data as possible for the Le 

Mans 24 Hours on June 12/13. Dindo Capello and Allan McNish will tackle the 8-

hour race alone after Tom Kristensen decided not to start at Le Castellet in 

consultation with Audi team physician Dr. Christian John and the team. 
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Ralf Jüttner (Technical Director Audi Sport Team Joest): “We would certainly have 

liked to be on pole. But congratulations to Oreca, who did a good job. They also have 

a small advantage with their car here because they’ve been testing at the official 

LMS test. In contrast we are just starting. We try to sort everything out with our new 

R15 plus and regarding the setup we are still not quite there where we wanted to 

be. We even used the qualifying session to test different options and achieved an 

improvement. But of course the tires were not good enough anymore. Nevertheless, 

we are quite satisfied. And on used tires we were doing quite well here so far. So we 

look for good things tomorrow.” 
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1 Panis/Lapierre/Sarrazin (Peugeot) 1m 41.195s 

2 Capello/McNish (Audi R15 TDI) 1m 41.632s  

3 Primat/Mücke/Fernandez (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 42.354s  

4 Ayari/Andre/Duval (Oreca-AIM) 1m 42.685s 

5 Belicchi/Boullion/Smith (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 43.435s 

6 Andretti/Jani/Prost (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 44.032s 

7 Mansell/Mansell/Mansell (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 44.475s 

8 Ragues/Mailleux/Ickx (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 44.914s 

9 Leventis/Watts/Kane (Acura/Honda) 1m 44.989s 

10 Amaral/Pla/Hughes (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 47.112s 
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Audi R15 plus on front row on its début  
 

• Test entry in the Le Castellet 8 Hours  

• Dindo Capello second in qualifying   

• Next stage in the development program of the Audi R15 TDI 

 

Ingolstadt/Le Castellet, April 10, 2010 – The 2010-spec Audi R15 TDI (internally 

labeled “R15 plus”) will tackle its début race from the front row of the grid. Dindo 

Capello recorded the second fastest time in Saturday’s qualifying for the 8-hour 

race at Le Castellet (France). 

 

37 days after the roll-out of the R15 plus, the test race at Le Castellet marks the 

next phase in the development program of the diesel-powered sports race car. After 

aerodynamic tests at Homestead (Florida), a multi-day endurance test at Sebring 

(Florida) and tire tests at Monza (Italy) Audi Sport Team Joest uses the season 

opener of the Le Mans Series at Le Castellet to begin the detailed race-setup work on 

the updated LMP1 car. 

 

The first conclusion: The R15 plus is sensitive to the slightest changes and is 

immediately fast. In two of the three free practice sessions Dindo Capello and Allan 

McNish set the fastest time. In qualifying, only the Peugeot 908 of the Oreca team 

was less than half a second quicker, which – contrary to Audi Sport Team Joest – had 

previously tested at Le Castellet like most of the other teams. 

 

In order to gain as much experience as possible, Audi Sport Team Joest even used 

the 20-minute qualifying session on Saturday to compare two different setup 

versions. 

 

The team will use the race on Sunday to collect as much data as possible for the Le 

Mans 24 Hours on June 12/13. Dindo Capello and Allan McNish will tackle the 8-

hour race alone after Tom Kristensen decided not to start at Le Castellet in 

consultation with Audi team physician Dr. Christian John and the team. 
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a good setup for the R15 plus for this race track and we have not yet found it. The 

team even tried something different in qualifying as the drivers were not happy at 

all with the car in the morning. But we still do not have what we imagine. We have 

to keep working and try to use the race as much as possible for the development of 

the R15 plus because you simply can learn most in a race. And of course we work on 

making another step in the right direction before the race.” 

 

Dindo Capello (Audi R15 TDI #7): “I’m quite happy because the car improved 

compared to the morning practice. Qualifying was like a fourth free practice session 

for us which we used to test further changes. These adjustments improved the car. 

But on this track the tire works just for one or two really fast laps. After the changes 

I was faster in some corners on the used tires than before with the fresh rubber. This 

means we improved the car. So I have more confidence for the race tomorrow.” 

 

Allan McNish (Audi R15 TDI #7): “Nice to be here actually racing not testing. The 

circuit lends itself very well to racing. The R15 plus is still very new to us. We are 

learning quite a lot. In every session we build up more knowledge about how the car 

is. The car is obviously quite quick but we need to understand the car and make it 
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worth living for generations to come. The basis for Audi’s lasting success is therefore formed by 
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Audi R15 plus on front row on its début  
 

• Test entry in the Le Castellet 8 Hours  

• Dindo Capello second in qualifying   

• Next stage in the development program of the Audi R15 TDI 

 

Ingolstadt/Le Castellet, April 10, 2010 – The 2010-spec Audi R15 TDI (internally 

labeled “R15 plus”) will tackle its début race from the front row of the grid. Dindo 

Capello recorded the second fastest time in Saturday’s qualifying for the 8-hour 

race at Le Castellet (France). 

 

37 days after the roll-out of the R15 plus, the test race at Le Castellet marks the 

next phase in the development program of the diesel-powered sports race car. After 

aerodynamic tests at Homestead (Florida), a multi-day endurance test at Sebring 

(Florida) and tire tests at Monza (Italy) Audi Sport Team Joest uses the season 

opener of the Le Mans Series at Le Castellet to begin the detailed race-setup work on 

the updated LMP1 car. 

 

The first conclusion: The R15 plus is sensitive to the slightest changes and is 

immediately fast. In two of the three free practice sessions Dindo Capello and Allan 

McNish set the fastest time. In qualifying, only the Peugeot 908 of the Oreca team 

was less than half a second quicker, which – contrary to Audi Sport Team Joest – had 

previously tested at Le Castellet like most of the other teams. 

 

In order to gain as much experience as possible, Audi Sport Team Joest even used 

the 20-minute qualifying session on Saturday to compare two different setup 

versions. 

 

The team will use the race on Sunday to collect as much data as possible for the Le 

Mans 24 Hours on June 12/13. Dindo Capello and Allan McNish will tackle the 8-

hour race alone after Tom Kristensen decided not to start at Le Castellet in 

consultation with Audi team physician Dr. Christian John and the team. 
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Quotes after qualifying 

 

Dr. Wolfgang Ullrich (Head of Audi Motorsport): “We had some difficulties to find 

a good setup for the R15 plus for this race track and we have not yet found it. The 

team even tried something different in qualifying as the drivers were not happy at 

all with the car in the morning. But we still do not have what we imagine. We have 

to keep working and try to use the race as much as possible for the development of 

the R15 plus because you simply can learn most in a race. And of course we work on 

making another step in the right direction before the race.” 

 

Dindo Capello (Audi R15 TDI #7): “I’m quite happy because the car improved 

compared to the morning practice. Qualifying was like a fourth free practice session 

for us which we used to test further changes. These adjustments improved the car. 

But on this track the tire works just for one or two really fast laps. After the changes 

I was faster in some corners on the used tires than before with the fresh rubber. This 

means we improved the car. So I have more confidence for the race tomorrow.” 

 

Allan McNish (Audi R15 TDI #7): “Nice to be here actually racing not testing. The 

circuit lends itself very well to racing. The R15 plus is still very new to us. We are 

learning quite a lot. In every session we build up more knowledge about how the car 

is. The car is obviously quite quick but we need to understand the car and make it 

more comfortable to drive and consistent to drive over a race distance. But that you 

can really only do with kilometers and with the races. And that’s part of the reason 

to be here. Certainly for us as drivers we like the adrenaline and the competition and 

being back involved in it. For the engineers it gives some good information for Le 

Mans.”  

 

Ralf Jüttner (Technical Director Audi Sport Team Joest): “We would certainly have 

liked to be on pole. But congratulations to Oreca, who did a good job. They also have 

a small advantage with their car here because they’ve been testing at the official 

LMS test. In contrast we are just starting. We try to sort everything out with our new 

R15 plus and regarding the setup we are still not quite there where we wanted to 

be. We even used the qualifying session to test different options and achieved an 

improvement. But of course the tires were not good enough anymore. Nevertheless, 

we are quite satisfied. And on used tires we were doing quite well here so far. So we 

look for good things tomorrow.” 
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Qualifying results 

 

1 Panis/Lapierre/Sarrazin (Peugeot) 1m 41.195s 

2 Capello/McNish (Audi R15 TDI) 1m 41.632s  

3 Primat/Mücke/Fernandez (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 42.354s  

4 Ayari/Andre/Duval (Oreca-AIM) 1m 42.685s 

5 Belicchi/Boullion/Smith (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 43.435s 

6 Andretti/Jani/Prost (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 44.032s 

7 Mansell/Mansell/Mansell (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 44.475s 

8 Ragues/Mailleux/Ickx (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 44.914s 

9 Leventis/Watts/Kane (Acura/Honda) 1m 44.989s 

10 Amaral/Pla/Hughes (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 47.112s 
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Capello recorded the second fastest time in Saturday’s qualifying for the 8-hour 

race at Le Castellet (France). 

 

37 days after the roll-out of the R15 plus, the test race at Le Castellet marks the 

next phase in the development program of the diesel-powered sports race car. After 

aerodynamic tests at Homestead (Florida), a multi-day endurance test at Sebring 

(Florida) and tire tests at Monza (Italy) Audi Sport Team Joest uses the season 

opener of the Le Mans Series at Le Castellet to begin the detailed race-setup work on 

the updated LMP1 car. 

 

The first conclusion: The R15 plus is sensitive to the slightest changes and is 

immediately fast. In two of the three free practice sessions Dindo Capello and Allan 

McNish set the fastest time. In qualifying, only the Peugeot 908 of the Oreca team 

was less than half a second quicker, which – contrary to Audi Sport Team Joest – had 

previously tested at Le Castellet like most of the other teams. 

 

In order to gain as much experience as possible, Audi Sport Team Joest even used 

the 20-minute qualifying session on Saturday to compare two different setup 

versions. 

 

The team will use the race on Sunday to collect as much data as possible for the Le 

Mans 24 Hours on June 12/13. Dindo Capello and Allan McNish will tackle the 8-

hour race alone after Tom Kristensen decided not to start at Le Castellet in 

consultation with Audi team physician Dr. Christian John and the team. 
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Quotes after qualifying 

 

Dr. Wolfgang Ullrich (Head of Audi Motorsport): “We had some difficulties to find 

a good setup for the R15 plus for this race track and we have not yet found it. The 

team even tried something different in qualifying as the drivers were not happy at 

all with the car in the morning. But we still do not have what we imagine. We have 

to keep working and try to use the race as much as possible for the development of 

the R15 plus because you simply can learn most in a race. And of course we work on 

making another step in the right direction before the race.” 

 

Dindo Capello (Audi R15 TDI #7): “I’m quite happy because the car improved 

compared to the morning practice. Qualifying was like a fourth free practice session 

for us which we used to test further changes. These adjustments improved the car. 

But on this track the tire works just for one or two really fast laps. After the changes 

I was faster in some corners on the used tires than before with the fresh rubber. This 

means we improved the car. So I have more confidence for the race tomorrow.” 

 

Allan McNish (Audi R15 TDI #7): “Nice to be here actually racing not testing. The 

circuit lends itself very well to racing. The R15 plus is still very new to us. We are 

learning quite a lot. In every session we build up more knowledge about how the car 

is. The car is obviously quite quick but we need to understand the car and make it 

more comfortable to drive and consistent to drive over a race distance. But that you 

can really only do with kilometers and with the races. And that’s part of the reason 

to be here. Certainly for us as drivers we like the adrenaline and the competition and 

being back involved in it. For the engineers it gives some good information for Le 

Mans.”  

 

Ralf Jüttner (Technical Director Audi Sport Team Joest): “We would certainly have 

liked to be on pole. But congratulations to Oreca, who did a good job. They also have 

a small advantage with their car here because they’ve been testing at the official 

LMS test. In contrast we are just starting. We try to sort everything out with our new 

R15 plus and regarding the setup we are still not quite there where we wanted to 

be. We even used the qualifying session to test different options and achieved an 

improvement. But of course the tires were not good enough anymore. Nevertheless, 

we are quite satisfied. And on used tires we were doing quite well here so far. So we 

look for good things tomorrow.” 
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Qualifying results 

 

1 Panis/Lapierre/Sarrazin (Peugeot) 1m 41.195s 

2 Capello/McNish (Audi R15 TDI) 1m 41.632s  

3 Primat/Mücke/Fernandez (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 42.354s  

4 Ayari/Andre/Duval (Oreca-AIM) 1m 42.685s 

5 Belicchi/Boullion/Smith (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 43.435s 

6 Andretti/Jani/Prost (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 44.032s 

7 Mansell/Mansell/Mansell (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 44.475s 

8 Ragues/Mailleux/Ickx (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 44.914s 

9 Leventis/Watts/Kane (Acura/Honda) 1m 44.989s 

10 Amaral/Pla/Hughes (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 47.112s 
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operating profit of €1.6 billion. Audi produces vehicles in Ingolstadt and Neckarsulm (Germany), Györ 
(Hungary), Changchun (China) and Brussels (Belgium). Aurangabad in India saw the start of CKD 
production of the Audi A6 at the end of 2007 and of the Audi A4 in early October 2008. The Company is 
active in more than 100 markets worldwide. AUDI AG’s wholly owned subsidiaries include AUDI 
HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft., Automobili Lamborghini Holding S.p.A. in Sant’Agata Bolognese (Italy) and 
quattro GmbH in Neckarsulm. Audi currently employs around 58,000 people worldwide, including 
45,500 in Germany. Between 2010 and 2012 the Audi Group is planning to invest around €5.5 billion in 
order to sustain the Company’s technological lead embodied in its “Vorsprung durch Technik” slogan. By 
2015, Audi plans to significantly increase the number of models in its portfolio to 42. 
  
Audi has long been fulfilling its social responsibility on many levels – with the aim of making the future 
worth living for generations to come. The basis for Audi’s lasting success is therefore formed by 
environmental protection, the conservation of resources, international competitiveness and a forward-
looking human resources policy. One example of AUDI AG’s commitment to environmental issues is the 
newly established Audi Environmental Foundation. 
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Dr. Wolfgang Ullrich (Head of Audi Motorsport): “We had some difficulties to find 

a good setup for the R15 plus for this race track and we have not yet found it. The 

team even tried something different in qualifying as the drivers were not happy at 

all with the car in the morning. But we still do not have what we imagine. We have 

to keep working and try to use the race as much as possible for the development of 

the R15 plus because you simply can learn most in a race. And of course we work on 

making another step in the right direction before the race.” 

 

Dindo Capello (Audi R15 TDI #7): “I’m quite happy because the car improved 

compared to the morning practice. Qualifying was like a fourth free practice session 

for us which we used to test further changes. These adjustments improved the car. 

But on this track the tire works just for one or two really fast laps. After the changes 

I was faster in some corners on the used tires than before with the fresh rubber. This 

means we improved the car. So I have more confidence for the race tomorrow.” 

 

Allan McNish (Audi R15 TDI #7): “Nice to be here actually racing not testing. The 

circuit lends itself very well to racing. The R15 plus is still very new to us. We are 

learning quite a lot. In every session we build up more knowledge about how the car 

is. The car is obviously quite quick but we need to understand the car and make it 

more comfortable to drive and consistent to drive over a race distance. But that you 

can really only do with kilometers and with the races. And that’s part of the reason 

to be here. Certainly for us as drivers we like the adrenaline and the competition and 

being back involved in it. For the engineers it gives some good information for Le 

Mans.”  

 

Ralf Jüttner (Technical Director Audi Sport Team Joest): “We would certainly have 

liked to be on pole. But congratulations to Oreca, who did a good job. They also have 

a small advantage with their car here because they’ve been testing at the official 

LMS test. In contrast we are just starting. We try to sort everything out with our new 

R15 plus and regarding the setup we are still not quite there where we wanted to 

be. We even used the qualifying session to test different options and achieved an 

improvement. But of course the tires were not good enough anymore. Nevertheless, 

we are quite satisfied. And on used tires we were doing quite well here so far. So we 

look for good things tomorrow.” 
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Qualifying results 

 

1 Panis/Lapierre/Sarrazin (Peugeot) 1m 41.195s 

2 Capello/McNish (Audi R15 TDI) 1m 41.632s  

3 Primat/Mücke/Fernandez (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 42.354s  

4 Ayari/Andre/Duval (Oreca-AIM) 1m 42.685s 

5 Belicchi/Boullion/Smith (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 43.435s 

6 Andretti/Jani/Prost (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 44.032s 

7 Mansell/Mansell/Mansell (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 44.475s 

8 Ragues/Mailleux/Ickx (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 44.914s 

9 Leventis/Watts/Kane (Acura/Honda) 1m 44.989s 

10 Amaral/Pla/Hughes (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 47.112s 
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Audi has long been fulfilling its social responsibility on many levels – with the aim of making the future 
worth living for generations to come. The basis for Audi’s lasting success is therefore formed by 
environmental protection, the conservation of resources, international competitiveness and a forward-
looking human resources policy. One example of AUDI AG’s commitment to environmental issues is the 
newly established Audi Environmental Foundation. 
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Audi R15 plus on front row on its début  
 

• Test entry in the Le Castellet 8 Hours  

• Dindo Capello second in qualifying   

• Next stage in the development program of the Audi R15 TDI 

 

Ingolstadt/Le Castellet, April 10, 2010 – The 2010-spec Audi R15 TDI (internally 

labeled “R15 plus”) will tackle its début race from the front row of the grid. Dindo 

Capello recorded the second fastest time in Saturday’s qualifying for the 8-hour 

race at Le Castellet (France). 

 

37 days after the roll-out of the R15 plus, the test race at Le Castellet marks the 

next phase in the development program of the diesel-powered sports race car. After 

aerodynamic tests at Homestead (Florida), a multi-day endurance test at Sebring 

(Florida) and tire tests at Monza (Italy) Audi Sport Team Joest uses the season 

opener of the Le Mans Series at Le Castellet to begin the detailed race-setup work on 

the updated LMP1 car. 

 

The first conclusion: The R15 plus is sensitive to the slightest changes and is 

immediately fast. In two of the three free practice sessions Dindo Capello and Allan 

McNish set the fastest time. In qualifying, only the Peugeot 908 of the Oreca team 

was less than half a second quicker, which – contrary to Audi Sport Team Joest – had 

previously tested at Le Castellet like most of the other teams. 

 

In order to gain as much experience as possible, Audi Sport Team Joest even used 

the 20-minute qualifying session on Saturday to compare two different setup 

versions. 

 

The team will use the race on Sunday to collect as much data as possible for the Le 

Mans 24 Hours on June 12/13. Dindo Capello and Allan McNish will tackle the 8-

hour race alone after Tom Kristensen decided not to start at Le Castellet in 

consultation with Audi team physician Dr. Christian John and the team. 
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being back involved in it. For the engineers it gives some good information for Le 

Mans.”  

 

Ralf Jüttner (Technical Director Audi Sport Team Joest): “We would certainly have 

liked to be on pole. But congratulations to Oreca, who did a good job. They also have 

a small advantage with their car here because they’ve been testing at the official 

LMS test. In contrast we are just starting. We try to sort everything out with our new 

R15 plus and regarding the setup we are still not quite there where we wanted to 

be. We even used the qualifying session to test different options and achieved an 

improvement. But of course the tires were not good enough anymore. Nevertheless, 

we are quite satisfied. And on used tires we were doing quite well here so far. So we 

look for good things tomorrow.” 
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1 Panis/Lapierre/Sarrazin (Peugeot) 1m 41.195s 

2 Capello/McNish (Audi R15 TDI) 1m 41.632s  

3 Primat/Mücke/Fernandez (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 42.354s  

4 Ayari/Andre/Duval (Oreca-AIM) 1m 42.685s 

5 Belicchi/Boullion/Smith (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 43.435s 

6 Andretti/Jani/Prost (Lola-Rebellion) 1m 44.032s 

7 Mansell/Mansell/Mansell (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 44.475s 

8 Ragues/Mailleux/Ickx (Lola-Aston Martin) 1m 44.914s 

9 Leventis/Watts/Kane (Acura/Honda) 1m 44.989s 

10 Amaral/Pla/Hughes (Ginetta-Zytek) 1m 47.112s 
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Audi R15 plus on front row on its début  
 

• Test entry in the Le Castellet 8 Hours  

• Dindo Capello second in qualifying   

• Next stage in the development program of the Audi R15 TDI 

 

Ingolstadt/Le Castellet, April 10, 2010 – The 2010-spec Audi R15 TDI (internally 

labeled “R15 plus”) will tackle its début race from the front row of the grid. Dindo 

Capello recorded the second fastest time in Saturday’s qualifying for the 8-hour 

race at Le Castellet (France). 

 

37 days after the roll-out of the R15 plus, the test race at Le Castellet marks the 

next phase in the development program of the diesel-powered sports race car. After 

aerodynamic tests at Homestead (Florida), a multi-day endurance test at Sebring 

(Florida) and tire tests at Monza (Italy) Audi Sport Team Joest uses the season 

opener of the Le Mans Series at Le Castellet to begin the detailed race-setup work on 

the updated LMP1 car. 

 

The first conclusion: The R15 plus is sensitive to the slightest changes and is 

immediately fast. In two of the three free practice sessions Dindo Capello and Allan 

McNish set the fastest time. In qualifying, only the Peugeot 908 of the Oreca team 

was less than half a second quicker, which – contrary to Audi Sport Team Joest – had 

previously tested at Le Castellet like most of the other teams. 

 

In order to gain as much experience as possible, Audi Sport Team Joest even used 

the 20-minute qualifying session on Saturday to compare two different setup 

versions. 

 

The team will use the race on Sunday to collect as much data as possible for the Le 

Mans 24 Hours on June 12/13. Dindo Capello and Allan McNish will tackle the 8-

hour race alone after Tom Kristensen decided not to start at Le Castellet in 

consultation with Audi team physician Dr. Christian John and the team. 
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Quotes after qualifying 

 

Dr. Wolfgang Ullrich (Head of Audi Motorsport): “We had some difficulties to find 

a good setup for the R15 plus for this race track and we have not yet found it. The 

team even tried something different in qualifying as the drivers were not happy at 

all with the car in the morning. But we still do not have what we imagine. We have 

to keep working and try to use the race as much as possible for the development of 

the R15 plus because you simply can learn most in a race. And of course we work on 

making another step in the right direction before the race.” 

 

Dindo Capello (Audi R15 TDI #7): “I’m quite happy because the car improved 

compared to the morning practice. Qualifying was like a fourth free practice session 

for us which we used to test further changes. These adjustments improved the car. 

But on this track the tire works just for one or two really fast laps. After the changes 

I was faster in some corners on the used tires than before with the fresh rubber. This 

means we improved the car. So I have more confidence for the race tomorrow.” 

 

Allan McNish (Audi R15 TDI #7): “Nice to be here actually racing not testing. The 

circuit lends itself very well to racing. The R15 plus is still very new to us. We are 

learning quite a lot. In every session we build up more knowledge about how the car 
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